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In this article, we explore the large-scale structure of

the tree of life by using a simple model with a constant

number of species and rates of speciation that equal the

rates of extinction. In addition, we discuss the conse-

quences of horizontal gene transfer for the concept of a

most recent common ancestor of all living organisms

(cenancestor). A simple null hypothesis based on

coalescence theory explains some features of the

observed topologies of the tree of life. Simulations of

genes and organismal lineages suggest that there was

no single common ancestor that contained all the

genes ancestral to those shared among the three

domains of life. Each contemporary molecule has its

own history that traces back to an individual molecular

cenancestor. However, these molecular ancestors

were likely to be present in different organisms and at

different times.

The tracing and timing of the most recent common
ancestor of all organismal lineages [i.e. CENANCESTOR

(see Glossary)] from the molecular record remains one of
the debated issues in biology. Since Charles Darwin’s time
it has been assumed that there was a single organism that
gave rise to all known life. With the availability of many
molecular markers, it became clear that different mol-
ecules have different histories and there is disagreement
on the location of the root of the tree of life (e.g. different
studies place the root: (i) within the bacterial domain or
on the branch that leads to the bacterial domain [1,2];
(ii) within the eukaryotic domain [3–5]; (iii) within the
archaeal domain [6]; or (iv) yield inconclusive results [7]).
The timing of the organismal cenancestor is another
unresolved question [8–11]. The time estimates vary
dramatically, and in many instances the proposed age of
the most recent common ancestor exceeds the estimated
age of the Universe ([12] and J.P. Gogarten, unpublished).
The probable absence of an adequate amount of time for
life to evolve on Earth is used by the proponents of the
directed panspermia hypothesis [13], which states that life
originated elsewhere and was deliberately transported to
Earth. Tracing back the history of molecules usually
reveals little about extinct lineages. Reconstructed phylo-
genies, because of their steadily furcating nature, often
give the impression that there were fewer species in the
past than exist today. Many analyses only focus on the
‘lucky ancestors’ whose offspring survived to the present

day (or left a recognizable imprint in the fossil record).
However, it is reasonable to assume that in addition to
these ‘lucky ancestors’ there were many other lineages
that coexisted in the past and occupied all ecological niches
that were available: most of those lineages became extinct,
some gave rise to new lineages, some fused with others and
some have contributed genes via horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) to the lineages that still exist today.

As lineages coalesce to their common ancestors, they
form clades. The rate of cladogenesis is an interesting
problem [14]. How often do new clades arise? Is the
extinction rate equal to the speciation rate? What are the
driving forces for cladogenesis? Several authors have
described mathematical models for cladogenesis [15,16]
and goodness-of-fit tests to ascertain if models accurately
explain the data [17,18], and have attempted to infer
extinction and speciation rates from phylogenetic trees
[18,19]. Two simple models of cladogenesis can be used as
null hypotheses: (i) a pure-birth model (i.e. a model based

Glossary

Cenancestor: from the Greek ‘kainos’ meaning recent and ‘koinos’ meaning

common – the most recent common ancestor of all the organisms that are

alive today. The term was proposed by Fitch in 1987 [52]. The cenancestor

should not be confused with the progenote, which denotes a hypothetical

organism in which genotypes and phenotypes were not strictly coupled [6].

The cenancestor might have been a progenote but in many scenarios for the

evolution of life the progenotic stage occurred much earlier in evolution.

Coalescence: the process of tracing lineages backwards in time to their

common ancestors. Every two extant lineages coalesce to their most recent

common ancestor. Eventually, all lineages coalesce to the cenancestor.

Organismal lineage: can be defined by the majority of genes passed on over

short time intervals. Provided the time intervals are sufficiently short, this

definition only fails in the rare event of two organisms making co-equal

contributions to a new line of descent. Gary Olsen (University of Illinois,

Urbana-Champaign) used the metaphor of a rope to illustrate this concept – no

single cellulose fiber (representing the genes) might persist throughout a rope

(representing the organismal lineage) from beginning to end; nevertheless,

the rope has continuity. The presented definition of organismal lineage is

theoretical and its usefulness in studying organismal lineages in practice

remains under debate. This gene-centered definition also can be faulted for

ignoring epigenetic traits that might have been important, particularly during

the early evolution of life.

Effective number of species (Ne): this is analogous to the definition of effective

population size – the theoretical number of species in an idealized constant

species model that results in the same coalescence time as observed with the

actual number of species, which might have varied during evolutionary

history.

Molecular lineage: evolutionary history of a single gene. Although genes can

be mosaic, this definition still holds true because the evolutionary history of a

gene does not necessarily have to be a bifurcating tree.

Clade: from the Greek ‘klados’ meaning branch or twig – a group of organisms

that includes all of the descendants of an ancestral taxon. In a rooted

phylogeny every node defines a clade as the lineages originating from this

node, including those that arise in successive furcations.
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on a Yule process [20]), where there is no extinction; and
(ii) a birth–death model, where speciation and extinction
are considered. The pure-birth model is probably
inadequate for the time-scale of the tree of life because
there were many extinction events during the evolution
of life.

Explanations for the long and empty branches that

connect the three domains of life

A common feature of most phylogenetic trees that are
calculated from different markers is the observation that
long and empty branches connect the bacterial, archaeal
and eukaryotic domains to the cenancestor. The absence of
side branches can be explained by several hypotheses.

One group of hypotheses assumes that early evolution,
before the three domains split, used different mechanisms.
Zillig and colleagues [21] proposed a progenote population
that exchanged genes efficiently between members of the
population, thereby preventing speciation. This phase was
followed by geographic isolation of two subpopulations
that later gave rise to bacteria and archaea. In Zillig’s
model the eukaryotes are proposed to have appeared from
a fusion of archaea and bacteria. Kandler suggested a
similar hypothesis, which stated that before the diversi-
fication of the domains of life there was a population of pre-
cells that at successive times gave rise to the three
domains of life; each of the domain ancestors recruited
different sub-sections from the genes present in the pre-
cell populations [22]. At the early state, while the
separation of domains was taking place, the members of
the population of pre-cells were frequently exchanging and
recombining their genetic material. After the three
domains had emerged, the genetic exchange among
them had decreased dramatically. Woese [23] proposed a
similar model in which he described ‘genetic annealing’ as
the crystallization of cells and cellular functions within
pre-cell populations. In Woese’s model the early evolution
had a different tempo, characterized by extensive HGTand
higher mutation rates. Replication and translation
evolved in this phase and formed the core around which
the genomes of the domain ancestors formed. Koch [24]
proposed a different mode for early evolution, which he
termed the ‘monophyletic epoch’. During that period many
independent lineages existed (but they lacked the mech-
anisms of transfer) and evolution occurred by mutation
and selection. Koch’s idea suggests that the long and bare
branches at the root of the tree of life might be due to the
absence of mechanisms that are necessary for speciation
(Figure 1a).

Another group of hypotheses assumes that there was a
major catastrophic event in the past that led to a
bottleneck with few survivors (e.g. [25–27]). The observed
bottleneck might have been caused by the tail of the early
heavy meteorite bombardment [26]. The only survivors
were the ancestors of the three domains of life (Figure 1b).
These hypotheses also can explain the apparent distri-
bution of thermophiles on the tree of life.

In this article, we draw attention to a third type of
hypothesis that is based on the COALESCENCE model.
Coalescence theory was first introduced to genetics by
Wright for two alleles [28] and was later generalized for

many alleles by Kingman [29]. Kingman’s coalescence
theory of different alleles in a population was widely
popularized and applied by Felsenstein [30]. This theory
discusses the coalescence of alleles in a population to their
common ancestral allele. Analogously, simple coalescence
also provides a mathematical framework for cladogenesis,
if one assumes that splitting of a lineage into two new
lineages and extinction of a lineage occurs with equal
frequency [31]. A noteworthy characteristic of the coalesc-
ence processes is the long time interval needed for the two
lineages leading to the most recent common ancestor to
meet [29]. This might explain why the branches leading to
the cenancestor of the three domains are long and empty.

Justification for a simplifying null hypothesis

Figure 1c depicts a possible scenario for the origin and
early evolution of life on Earth. Although there might have
been different autocatalytic reaction cycles that emerged
during prebiotic evolution, the emergence of an aperiodic
biopolymer that functioned as genetic material might have
occurred only once, giving rise to the RNA or pre-RNA
world [32,33]. Some prebiotic reaction cycles might have
survived independently and later contributed to the
formation of cells. The emergence of genetic material,
considered by some to mark the origin of life, was followed
by a phase of diversification in which the first self-
replicating systems evolved to occupy different environ-
ments. Possibly only a single lineage emerged from the
origin of life and this lineage is ancestral to all extant life;
however, this lineage does not represent the cenancestor.
All extant cellular organisms that are known today share a
multitude of characteristics including the use of DNA as
genetic material, energy-coupling membranes and tem-
plate-directed protein synthesis using ribosomes. These
shared complex properties suggest that the cenancestor
lived at a stage much later than the origin of life. It seems
reasonable to assume that at this point in time multiple
lines of decent coexisted.

If the cenancestor existed after the diversification of life
into many separate lineages had taken place, it seems
justified to assume a simple model for cladogenesis that is
based on coalescence. Clearly, the assumption of an exact
balance between speciation and extinction is unrealistic.
During .3.5 billion years, life has diversified into
increasingly complex ecological patterns. The modern
environment provides many more ecological niches than
the early Earth. The value of a simple model that assumes
a constant number of species over time is that it provides a
null hypothesis enabling a comparison with more-complex
scenarios. In addition, it might be considered as a first
approximation where the number of species that is
assumed to be constant over time represents the effective
number of species, which is similar to the concept of an
effective population size.

Simulation of cladogenesis using a model based on

coalescence

Simulation model for the evolution of organismal

lineages

We performed simulations of the evolution of organismal
lineages under a simple model. Starting with the population
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with n lineages at the time T ¼ 0; at each successive time
interval one randomly chosen lineage becomes extinct and
another splits into two new lineages. The process is
terminated at time T ¼ t when all of the lineages extant
at that time have a common ancestor. The extant lineages
are then traced back to their most recent common ancestor
(Figure 2).

Introduction of HGT into the model

To simulate the evolution of genes in organismal lineages,
we introduced HGT events by allowing one transfer event
per m time intervals between two randomly chosen
lineages. The following restrictions on the choice of
lineages are imposed: (i) the recipient lineage should not
become extinct during the same time interval; and (ii) the
donor lineage should not undergo a simultaneous specia-
tion event, which simplifies tracing the molecular his-
tories. The extant genes are again traced back to their
most recent common ancestor.

Molecular and organismal cenancestors do not

necessarily coincide

Because genes can and have been transferred between
divergent organisms [34–38] and genomes are mosaics
where different parts of the genome have different
histories [39,40], the usefulness of the concept of an
ORGANISMAL LINEAGE has been questioned [41,42]. Con-
ceptually, an organismal lineage can be defined by the
majority of genes passed on over short time intervals.

Tracing evolution by using molecules from extant
organisms restricts the analyses to the lucky ancestors,
which produced offspring that survived and propagated
into the present time. Figure 2a,b depicts the simulation of
cladogenesis through coalescence where n ¼ 10 lineages.
Figure 2a demonstrates that the introduction of rare HGT
events can lead to a molecular cenancestor that does not
reside in the cenancestor of the organismal lineages.
Figure 2a also illustrates that the coalescence time for a
single gene to its common ancestor can be different from
the time of the organismal cenancestor. Each gene in an
organismal lineage has its own pattern of HGT and
therefore its own history. The genes histories are not
necessarily congruent with one another or with the history
of the organism in both topology and time estimates.

Coalescence leads to long branches at the root

The two branches that connect to the cenancestor often are
long (e.g. Figure 2b). According to Kingman [29,30] their
coalescence takes on average half of the total time between
the present and the cenancestor. Although there are many
lineages present at each time step and the speciation rate

Figure 1. Scenarios summarizing possible histories of the origin and early evol-

ution of life on Earth. During prebiotic evolution, there might have been many

independently arising lineages of autocatalytic chemical reactions and networks;

those that became extinct are indicated by crosses. Although the use of an infor-

mation-carrying aperiodic biopolymer as genetic material might have been a

unique event, natural selection is likely to have generated different species or
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cate the prebiotic reaction networks that might have contributed to the diversifying

lineages. (a) Owing to an existing geographic barrier and a lack of ability for spe-

ciation, only two separate lineages might have given rise to all present-day organ-

isms [24]. (b) The major bottlenecks that occurred as a result of catastrophic

events in Earth’s history (e.g. meteorite impacts or snowball Earth events) might

explain why we only have three domains of life [25–27]. (c) If initial diversification

was followed by the period of balanced speciation and extinction, then extant

lineages coalesce to a cenancestor that is not necessarily located at the root of the

tree, but might have lived much later, in the phase of balanced extinctions and

speciations.
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is assumed to be constant throughout the simulation,
when considering only molecular data from extant
lineages the branches leading to the cenancestor appear
long and empty (Figure 2b,c). This is similar to many
molecular phylogenies (e.g. rRNA [6], vacuolar ATPases,
F type ATPases [35] and many other proteins that are
sufficiently conserved for tree of life studies [43]). The
speciation rate observed only through inspection of the
surviving lineages increases as one moves towards more
recent times. Figure 3 summarizes the increase in the
number of lineages over time observed in repeated
simulations. The semi-logarithmic plot reveals that the
number of lineages increases faster than exponential. This
is because only extant lineages were considered. If all
species present at a particular time were considered and
constant rates of speciation and extinction are assumed,
the number of species would follow a simple exponential,
with a growth rate equal to the difference between
speciation and extinction rates [16]. However, if only the
lucky ancestors are considered, as shown here, the number
of lineages grows faster than exponential.

Plotting the number of lineages through time provides a
means to assess the deviations between a reconstructed
phylogeny and a model [18,19,44]. The shape of the
lineages-through-time plot reflects the relative contri-
bution of extinctions, the extent to which the diversity of a
group is sampled and the increase of coexisting species. At
one extreme, if there are no extinctions, there is a simple
exponential growth curve where all branches are on
average the same length. The occurrence of long and

empty branches at the base of a tree depends on non-
negligible rates of extinction [14]. In the past, the shape of
phylogenies (as captured in lineage-through-time plots)
was used mainly to characterize evolutionary processes of
macroscopic eukaryotes; however, these approaches are
equally useful to study the evolution of prokaryotes [45].

Analogy between allele coalescence within a species and

cladogenesis

The study of human evolution provides a powerful
illustration of the coalescence principle applied to the
derivation of most recent common ancestors: on the basis
of analyses of the Y chromosome and mitochondrial genes,
Y-chromosome Adam and mitochondrial Eve never met.
The Y chromosome of all extant human males is traced
back to a most recent common ancestor who lived
,50 000 years ago [46,47], whereas the mitochondrial
genes trace back to a most recent common ancestor who
lived ,166 000–249 000 years ago [48,49]. Therefore,
there are thousands of years that separate ‘Adam’ and
‘Eve’. These findings are not restricted to the Y chromo-
some and the mitochondrial genome. Biparentally inher-
ited genes also are not expected to coalesce to the same
individual; however, owing to recombination between the
two parental alleles their histories are more difficult to
reconstruct.

Outlook

Our simple coalescence model can potentially provide an
estimate of the EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF SPECIES N

e
of all

Figure 2. Illustration of the coalescence of lineages to their most recent common ancestor. Two separate runs of simulations for n ¼ 10 species and one run for n ¼ 100

species are shown. (a) The most recent common ancestor for the molecular phylogeny with horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is different from the cenancestor of the organis-

mal lineage, and the time at which these last common ancestors (molecular and organismal) exists also differs. (b) The branches that lead to the last common ancestor are

long compared with the other branches, illustrating that coalescence is a stochastic process (Figure 3). Coalescence of organismal lineages or molecular lineages that do

not experience any HGT is shown in red. The coalescence of a gene present in the organismal lineages but with HGT events incorporated into the simulation (one transfer

event per ten speciation events) are shown in blue. The extinct lineages are shown in gray. (c) The neighbor-joining tree of 100 extant lineages obtained through simu-

lations. The extinct lineages are not depicted. The distance matrix was generated from the pairwise distances measured in time intervals between extant lineages. The

Neighbor-Joining tree was calculated from the distance matrix using the NEIGHBOR program of the PHYLIP (Phylogeny inference) package v.3.6a2.1 (distributed by

J. Felsenstein, Department of Genetics, University of Washington, Seattle). The tree was visualized using the NJPLOT program [53]. Abbreviation: T, time.
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living organisms during the phase of balanced speciation
and extinction. Because the current number of species is
large, the coalescence to the cenancestor occurred , 2Ne

‘generations’ ago [30]. In the context of species evolution
‘generation’ refers to the expected time interval between
two successive speciation events (or between speciation
and the consecutive extinction event) occurring in a
lineage. If this time interval and the time of the
cenancestor was known, one could estimate the effective
number of species.

Many complex models for the coalescence of alleles in
populations have been developed. Some of these promise to
be useful in studying organismal lineages. An example is
provided by the models that consider the migration between
two subpopulations [30,50]. Applied to the evolution of
organismal and MOLECULAR LINEAGES this coalescence
model enables incorporating non-random HGT. If the
transfer between two groups of organisms is much smaller
than within groups, the molecular phylogenies will quickly
coalescewithin eachgroup. But the coalescencebetweentwo
groupsis longerandmainlydeterminedbythegene-transfer
rate between groups (analogous to two populations with low
levels of migration between them). This suggests that some
phyletic patterns that are frequently found in molecular
phylogenies might have been due to preferential gene
transfer and not shared ancestry.

Consideration of a simple symmetrical model as a null
hypothesis will be most valuable in those instances where

the data deviate from the prediction [51]. For example,
under the simplifying conditions of our model, Kingman’s
coalescence can be applied to any CLADE of sufficient size.
For each of these clades, the coalescence of the two deepest
branches extends, on average, over half the time the clade
was in existence. In the case of the bacterial domain this is
clearly not true: the different bacterial phyla all appear to
emerge in a single radiation, suggesting that during this
period actual evolution deviated from the assumptions of
our null hypothesis, possibly because of an actual increase
in species number.

Concluding remarks

The hypothesis of constant extinction and speciation
provides a reasonable null hypothesis for cladogenesis.
This hypothesis alone explains some features of the
observed topology of the tree of life. Therefore, it does
not appear warranted to invoke more complex hypotheses
– or to derive complex scenarios involving bottlenecks and
extinction events – to explain features of the tree of life
that are compatible with the null hypothesis.

Using single genes as phylogenetic markers, it is
difficult to trace organismal phylogeny in the presence of
HGT. Combining the simple coalescence model of clado-
genesis with rare HGT events suggests that there was no
single last common ancestor that contained all of the genes
ancestral to those shared among the three domains of life.
Each contemporary molecule has its own history and
traces back to an individual molecular cenancestor.
However, these molecular ancestors were likely to be
present in different organisms at different times.
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